ABUS lightweight cranes

Make lifting easier

ABUS lightweight cranes reliably move workpieces, goods and tools. ABUS lightweight cranes can be installed in your factory quickly and cost-effectively – at a fixed assembly location, over a production area or at changing work stations. They take the strain off staff and increase productivity.

Here you can see some of our champions in the light and medium weight classes.

- **Can take the strain, even with no floor space available:** ABUS wall jib cranes up to 5 t
- **Surfaces clear for people, machines and material:** ABUS light crane track systems up to 2 t
- **Wherever needed:** ABUS electric chain hoists up to 4 t
- **All-round movement:** ABUS pillar jib cranes up to 6.3 t
- **The universal model:** ABUS lightweight portal cranes up to 2 t
- **Solutions for transporting large loads along a line:** ABUS monorail trolley tracks up to 16 t
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Jib cranes

ABUS jib cranes never tire when lifting or moving loads up to 6.3 t. They are equally suitable for feeding machines and supplying workbenches with materials. Depending on the space available and their use, they can be set up free-standing on the floor or mounted on a wall or column. A sophisticated range of variations and attachments provide flexible and economical solutions for a factory’s requirements.

Light crane track systems

The ABUS light crane track system is the ideal crane solution for moving 2 t maximum loads efficiently and cost-effectively. Its modular construction means it can meet all your company’s needs. The light crane track system is attached under the ceiling, to parts of the building or special steel components. Maximum use can be made of space and the floor remains clear for people, materials and floor conveyors. The ABUS light crane track system can serve a single workstation or connect adjacent stations.

Lightweight mobile gantries

The strength of the ABUS lightweight mobile gantry is that it can operate in various places in the workshop or factory. Loads of up to 2 t can be lifted easily with an electric chain hoist and moved manually along the crane beam. With its steerable stopper rollers, the mobile gantry is easy to move and can be locked securely in place.

Chain hoists

ABUS compact chain hoists form the centrepiece of ABUS lightweight cranes. They can lift maximum loads of 4 t and be fitted on all ABUS cranes. They can be moved manually or electrically along a gantry or fixed in place.

Delivery times

ABUS is synonymous with attractive and reliable delivery times because ABUS works with series-produced components, long-standing and reliable suppliers and efficient, electronic programs for project planning. And ABUS is flexible – if the schedule for your new investment changes, then talk to us!

Installation

We’ll make sure the equipment is delivered on schedule and, if requested, ensure the machinery needed for installation, such as a truck-mounted crane, access equipment and fork-lift are available on time. Our qualified ABUS fitters are experts in our latest products and will install them, paying great attention to safety.

CE marking

ABUS products fulfil the requirements of the EC machinery directive. Certified according to ISO 9001:2008, ABUS develops, constructs and manufactures its crane systems and hoists in Gummersbach, Germany. ABUS cranes and hoists stand for safety and quality.